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,e exploration reported here is aimed at obtaining the geographic information and ecological information of the user’s specific
location to understand the real-time needs of the user and provide users with accurate and timely services. Firstly, intelligent
sensing and positioning technology is introduced under the background of big data. ,en, the Geographic Information Systems
(GIS) and Location-Based Service (LBS) technology are sketched out. Besides, an environmental intelligent perception and
positioning model is proposed based on the GIS technology, LBS technology, and visible light propagation model. Finally, the
proposed model is verified by experiments. ,e research results demonstrate that the environmental intelligent perception and
positioning model can improve the positioning ability and efficiency of the users’ location and significantly enhance the accuracy
of the location of the target. ,e positioning accuracy of the positioning system based on GIS combined with LBS reaches more
than 80%, meeting the positioning requirements in daily life.,erefore, the research reported here provides a new perspective and
new method for intelligent perception, makes a guarantee for further improving the efficiency of user work and life, and sets an
example for future research.

1. Introduction

With the further expansion of China’s urban scale, the in-
creasing population, and the continuous development of
various electronic information technologies, the emer-
gence of diverse intelligent technologies and equipment
has completely changed the life and learning style of
people. Smart devices carried by device users and the
growing popularity of Internet of ,ings (IoT) facilities
can not only connect to the Internet anytime and any-
where, but also feel the user’s movements and changes in
the environment at any time. When the smart device can
obtain the user’s movements and the changes of the
surrounding geographical environment and ecological
environment, it can help users to improve their limited
perception range [1, 2] and help users to expand their
perception.

Big data technology refers to the application of big data
to solve problems. Big data denotes a large-scale data col-
lection that greatly exceeds the capabilities of traditional
database software tools in terms of acquisition, storage,
management, and analysis [3]. It has four major charac-
teristics, namely, massive data scale, fast data circulation,
diverse data types, and low value density. Intelligent per-
ception involves visual, auditory, tactile, and other per-
ceptual abilities. Both humans and animals can interact with
nature through various intelligent perception abilities. For
example, autonomous vehicles obtain intelligent perception
ability by sensing equipment like laser radar and other ar-
tificial intelligence algorithms [4]. Machines have more
advantages than humans in perceiving the world, since
human beings perceive the surroundings passively, but
machines can perceive the environment actively, such as
laser radar, microwave radar, and infrared radar. Either a
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sensing robot like Big Dog or an autonomous vehicle takes
full advantage of neural network technology and big data,
and consequently themachine has become increasingly close
to humans in terms of perceptual intelligence [5, 6].

Geographic Information System (GIS) [7], also known as
geographic information science, refers specifically to a fixed
and vital spatial information system. GIS is a special system
for the collection, analysis, and management of partial or
overall Earth surface information with the support of
computer technology and various computational detection
methods. Location Based Services (LBS) [8] technology is a
means of using various positioning technologies to obtain
the location information and the basic services of the mobile
network. For intelligent systems, spatial positioning software
can capture and collect location information and other
spatial and attribute information, automatically extract the
information of interest from the data, and display the in-
formation to users in the form they want. Mobility, distri-
bution, individual perception, and popularization are the
most fundamental characteristics of this system.

,e different luminance and angle of visible light in
different spaces are analyzed based on the visible light
propagationmodel. Besides, the GIS technology is combined
with LBS technology to establish an environmental intelli-
gent perception and positioning model. Finally, the model is
verified by experiments. ,e research reported here enriches
the development of intelligent perception and positioning
technology in China from a new perspective and provides
more convenient behavioral guidance for the majority of
users. ,e positioning system combining LBS and GIS re-
ported here can provide high-precision positioning, and the
positioning accuracy in a complex environment is also about
80%. ,ese outcomes lay a solid foundation for the rapid
development of urbanization and the planning research of
urbanization in China in the future.

2. Construction of the Intelligent Perception
and Positioning Model

2.1. Big Data and IoT Technology

2.1.1. Big Data Technology. Big data refers to the data set that
cannot be captured, managed, and processed by conven-
tional software tools within a certain period. It is a massive
and diversified information asset with high growth rate that
requires a new processing model for stronger abilities of
decision-making, insight, and optimization [9, 10].

Here are the multiple advantages of big data:

(a) Better decision-making: big data analysis can pro-
vide business decision-makers with the data-driven
insight they need to help enterprises compete and
develop their business and improve productivity. In
addition, the insights gained from these analyses
often enable organizations to improve productivity
more widely throughout the company and reduce
costs.

(b) Improve customer service: social media and cus-
tomer relationship maintenance systems can provide

enterprises with much information about their
customers. Naturally, they will use these data to serve
these customers better.

(c) Fraud detection: another common use of big data
analysis is fraud detection, especially in the financial
services industry. One advantage of big data analysis
systems that rely on machine learning is that they are
excellent in detection.

(d) Increasing revenue: when organizations use big data
to improve decision-making and customer service,
increasing revenue is usually a natural result, im-
proving flexibility.

(e) Better innovation: innovation is another general
interest of big data.

,e most prominent feature of big data is the huge size
beyond the analysis capability of traditional data processing
software such as Excel andMySQL.,is also means that in the
big data era there will be completely different processing
technologies for either data storage or data processing, such as
Hadoop and Spark. Within the enterprise, data experiences
various processing processes from production, storage, anal-
ysis, to application, and interrelates with each other, forming
the overall architecture of big data. Figure 1 illustrates the basic
architecture of big data [11].

For big data technology, there are usually the following
processing steps for data before the finalizing data report or
algorithmic prediction by data:

(a) Data acquisition: it refers to the synchronization of
data and logs generated by the application into the
big data system.

(b) Data storage: massive amounts of data need to be
stored in the system to facilitate the next use of
queries.

(c) Data processing: the original data needs to be fil-
tered, spliced, and converted to be finally applied,
collectively called data processing. Generally, there
are two types of data processing. One is offline batch
processing, and the other is real-time online analysis.

(d) Data application: the processed data can provide
services to the outside world, such as generating
visual reports, providing interactive analysis mate-
rials, and providing training models for recom-
mendation systems.

2.1.2. IoT. ,e IoT technology is an emerging information
service architecture based on the Internet and recognition
technology and communication technology, which was
proposed in 1999 at Massachusetts Institute of Technology
in the United States. ,is architecture aims to enable the
information technology infrastructure to provide safe and
reliable commodity information through the Internet, and to
create an intelligent environment to identify and determine
commodities to facilitate information exchange within the
supply chain. ,e increasingly booming IoT technology at
present has brought changes to all aspects of human life, but
also brought a series of urgent technical and ethical issues,
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security issues, and legal issues to be addressed. ,e IoT on
the user side is usually deployed in the device domain,
network domain, data domain, and application domain,
which empowers the device with the ability of intelligent
perception, automatic assembly connection, and deploy-
ment strategy. Besides, IoT devices can solve the problem of
data concentration and provide local business logic and
intelligent service [2, 12]. Figure 2 reveals the architecture of
IoT.

,rough Figure 2, the IoT architecture is primarily
composed of three layers, namely, two perception layers
and a network layer. ,e perception layer consists of
intelligent terminals, local networks, virtualization, and
operating systems. ,e network layer mainly contains

networks, wireless networks, and wired networks. ,e last
perception layer is a port mainly responsible for com-
munication and service. ,e first perception layer
transmits information to the relevant perception layer
through the network layer, thus forming the universal
interconnection of IoT.

Big data technology and IoT technology complement
each other. ,e IoT is the “Internet of things connected to
each other.” ,e perception layer of IoT generates massive
data, greatly promoting the development of big data. Sim-
ilarly, big data applications also play the value of the IoT,
which in turn stimulates the use demand of IoT. ,e in-
telligent perception and positioning technology studied here
cannot be separated from the support of IoT and big data
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technology. Big data technology provides abundant data
resources for intelligent perception. ,e accurate position-
ing of an object can be easily determined according to data,
which not only realizes intelligent perception but also
provides convenience for the demanders. Similarly, the IoT
technology can integrate all resources, including relevant
positioning data, through its own broad channels, to meet
the various needs of the masses. ,e IoT technology and big
data can provide impetus for the rapid development of
intelligent sensing and positioning technology. In turn,
intelligent sensing and positioning technology can enrich
the field of IoT, and they complement each other.

2.2. Positioning Technology and Behavior Perception System
Based on GIS and LBS. ,e system design follows the fol-
lowing principles: (1) security: system security and confi-
dentiality mainly refer to the security of system operation,
data security, and confidentiality; (2) practicability: the
practicability of the system is the premise of system
maintenance and operation and benefit creation, and the
primary goal of system construction; (3) advanced nature:
the system must have advanced solid nature, including
system design, operation platform, development tools, da-
tabase selection, and hardware equipment selection, all of
which should conform to the mainstream technology de-
velopment direction; (4) friendliness: the friendliness of the
system refers to the unified style, beautiful, and convenient
use of the interface.

2.2.1. GIS Positioning. GIS is a comprehensive discipline
combining geography, cartography, remote sensing, and
computer science, which has been widely used in different
fields. It is also a computer system for inputting, storing,
querying, analyzing, and displaying geographic data. GIS is a
computer-based tool that can analyze and process spatial
information (in short, it maps and analyzes phenomena and
events on the Earth). GIS technology integrates the unique
visual effect and geographic analysis function of maps with

general database operations such as query and statistical
analysis. Figure 3 shows the structure of the GIS system
[13, 14].

,e GIS system can be divided into the following sec-
tions: (a) developers, the most important part of the GIS
system. Before using the GIS system, developers need to
define the various types of data and tasks in the GIS system,
and write relevant programs. ,erefore, high-level devel-
opers are particularly important for the GIS system; (b) data:
the accuracy of data will directly affect the query results; (c)
hardware: the performance of computer hardware also di-
rectly affects computing power and the speed of data pro-
cessing; (d) software: the software includes the system
software of, database, and GIS software of the computer; (e)
process: the GIS system needs to clearly define tasks to
generate testable results.

2.2.2. LBS Positioning Technology. LBS positioning tech-
nology uses mobile terminals to connect the wireless
communication network or Global Positioning System [15],
to find the corresponding coordinate data of the user in the
database. ,en, the user’s geographic coordinate informa-
tion is combined with other information around the user to
provide location-related peripheral service information
[16, 17]. Figure 4 provides the fundamental structure of LBS
positioning technology.

2.2.3. Behavior Perception System. ,e positioning tech-
nology can be used to obtain the real-time physical state of
current equipment users, but the intelligent perception
technology is the foundation of the subsequent under-
standing of user information and surrounding information.
,e perception of the surrounding information is completed
by GIS system and LBS system, while the user behavior
perception requires the user perception system of the device.
,e sensor installed in the corresponding position of the
device is utilized to collect the user’s current state data and
analyze the data. ,e processed data is compared with the
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Figure 3: Structure of the GIS system.
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user’s behavior data set to obtain accurate services for dif-
ferent users [18].

,e system is mainly divided into the data layer, business
layer, transmission layer, and display layer. ,e data layer
contains the server data layer and terminal data layer server.
,e data layer is mainly responsible for storing spatial data,
attribute data, and map data, while the terminal data layer is
responsible for storing system pictures. ,e business layer is
responsible for data reading, transformation, analysis, and
requests and responses to client data. ,e transport layer is
responsible for data transfer, mainly via the mobile Internet.
,e display layer is responsible for displaying attribute data,
spatial data, data operation, etc. Figure 5 reveals the
structure of this system.

2.3. Indoor Perception and PositioningModel Based onVisible
Light

2.3.1. Module Composition. System A is designed as an
indoor positioning system based on visible light, which is
composed of several modules shown in Figure 6. Table 1
indicates the operation flow of System A [19, 20].

In addition, the corresponding protection mechanism is
set up, since the environment of the system application is
relatively complex and changeable. When the environment
in which the device is deployed changes (such as commu-
nication equipment falling from the height or being loaded
into the container by the user), the system operation will be
disturbed. ,en, the protection mechanism with excellent
system stability and robustness will first determine the

obtained data to exclude the input value obtained under
abnormal conditions. If it is the output value obtained under
abnormal conditions, the system will adjust the weight of the
particles. Otherwise, the system will run according to the
previous process.

2.3.2. Visible Light Receiving Model. ,e direction of the
user’s handheld device significantly impacts the visible light
intensity. ,is paper uses the mobile camera as the visible
light receiving device. ,e visible light intensity is signifi-
cantly affected by the orientation of the device held by the
user.,erefore, when the device is laterally twisted or yawed,
there is an appreciable impact on the light intensity received
by the device. However, the horizontal rotation has little
effect on the light intensity received by the device, so the
following model is obtained [21–23]. Figure 7 is the light
incidence diagram.

In Figure 7, ϕ represents the radiation angle of the light
source, θ denotes the incident angle of the light source, and d
refers to the distance from the light source to the device
receive. Among them, two variables are fixed to test the
relationship between the third variable and the received light
intensity. Hence, the propagation of basic visible light can be
described as follows:

J � L0
cos ϕ · e

− (θ/2)2

d
2 . (1)

In (1), when L0 equal to the received light intensity θ + 0,
d� 1m, and J� 1.
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Considering the robustness of the device, it is necessary
to simulate and set up a defense mechanism for various
interferences. For example, consider the following:

(a) Different devices have different efficiencies in their light
collectors, which will result in pronounced differences
between the light data sequences collected by different
devices even if the user’s actions and routes are identical.
,erefore, the received light intensity values here are
normalized and transformed it into the closed region
[0, 1]. ,en, the system can use the dynamic time
warping algorithm to normalize the collected light data.

(b) Obstacles blocking light: since obstacles will make
the light intensity data collected by the light sensor
different from the actual value, a function b(l) is set
to describe this. If the light is not covered, b(l)� 1.
Otherwise, b(l)� 0.

(c) ,e condition of multiple light sources: when there
are multiple light sources in a scene, which are
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distributed densely, the received light intensity
is likely to be affected by multiple light sources.
At this moment, it is insufficient to only consider
the influence of a single light source. ,erefore,
the following theoretical model is used for
analysis: set a region containing n light sources,
and the received light intensity data at m posi-
tion are collected, as shown in the following
equations:

Jj � 
n

i�1
Lsij, (2)

Jj � 
n

i�1
L0i · pij, (3)

pij �
e

− θ2ij/δ
2  cos ϕij

d
2
ij

. (4)

Among the above three equations, ϕij represents the
radiation angle of the light source i, θij signifies the incident
angle of the light source i, and dij denotes the relative
distance of the light source i. Meanwhile, L0i is the matrix,
which is calculated according to

Ji  � pij  L0i . (5)

(6) describes the complete visible light model, and (7)
illustrates the three-dimensional position of the light source
i. Moreover, (8) indicates the position vector of the
equipment, while (9) shows the direction vector of the
equipment. Among them, di, ϕi, and θi are the radiation
angle, incidence angle, and relative distance of the light
source i.

J(c, v) �  i∈[1,n]

b(Li)�1

L0i

e
− θ2ij/δ

2  cos ϕij

d
2
ij

, (6)

li � lix, liy, liz , (7)

c � cx, cy, cz , (8)

v � vx, vy, vz , (9)

di � li − c


. (10)

2.3.3. Positioning Scheme. ,e principle of the positioning
module is to use the movement of the device holder to
weaken or even eliminate the error caused by the single
light-source receiving system, to obtain the current specific
location information of the user. ,erefore, L(t) is denoted
as the receiving light intensity of the light source at the time
t, and G(t) represents the gyroscope parameters of the
collected equipment. Besides, D(t) denotes the rotation
matrix data of the collected equipment, and V(t) shows the
direction of the equipment. ,e step number of the
equipment owner is indirectly calculated by collecting the
acceleration of the equipment. ,erefore, the data input of
the positioning module contains L(t), G(t), D(t), and V(t).
After operation, the system outputs real-time position in-
formation and the three-dimensional coordinate position,

Table 1: Operational process of indoor positioning system based on visible light.

Step Module Operation

1 Visible light
sensor Collect received light intensity

2 System Collect the corresponding acceleration sensor data and gyroscope sensor data

3 Positioning
module

A series of candidate positions are generated according to the current scene, or candidate particles are selected in
a particle filter

4 Pedometer ,e RLS sequence collected in this step, the corresponding acceleration sampling sequence, and the gyroscope
sampling sequence are packed as the input of the positioning module

5 Positioning
module

,e received light intensity of each candidate particle is calculated by the designed visible light propagation
model

6 System

By comparing the received light intensity calculated by RLS and visible light propagation model, the system gives
each candidate particle different weights. Particles with weak weight and those violating scene restrictions will be
deleted. Further, the system checks whether the remaining particle sets meet the convergence requirements. If it
is satisfied, the system outputs the best candidate particle and constantly updates its location for real-time
tracking. Otherwise, the system is ready to accept the user’s next data input. In this process, the last round of

surviving candidate particles is taken as candidate particles of the current calculation round

The light source

Equipment

v
Light

θ

Φ

Figure 7: Incidence of light.
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step size, and moving direction of the user. ,e steps of the
positioning scheme are as follows [24].

a. Initialization. Firstly, numerous particles are distributed
discretely in the three-dimensional space. ,e i-th scattered
particle is denoted as P(i). Moreover, for each single particle
in the space, p ∈ P(i), and the state of the particle is rep-
resented by

pi � f(ω, c, s, o). (11)

In (11), ω refers to the possibility that this particle locates
in the same position with the device holder, while c denotes
the three-dimensional coordinates of the device holder, and
s stands for the possible step size of the device user. Besides, o
stands for the orientation vector of the device user. Due to
the uniform distribution of particles in the space, the po-
sitioning perception system must select c, s, and o uniformly
and randomly and add different weights to the three pa-
rameters, respectively. ,e weight is calculated according to
(12), where |p(i)| is the number of particles in the space
system.

ω �
1

|p[0]|
. (12)

,e mobility of the device holder leads to the iteration
calculation of the system in the case of the original initial
particle distribution, as the basis of the calculation of the
next state. ,e state of the newly generated particles is
calculated according to the particle distribution in the
previous state and the motion state of the device holder
during this period. Hence, the particles generated by a single
iteration are called sub-generations, represented by pc. ,e
original particle in a single iteration is called parent gen-
eration, denoted as pm. ,e single iteration time of the
system increases from ti to ti+1, during which the particle
state can be expressed as (13) and (14).

,e owner of the device has a mobility feature that allows
particles to operate continuously. ,e state of newly gen-
erated particles is calculated from the distribution of par-
ticles in the previous state and themotion state of the current
device holder. ,erefore, the particles generated by a single
iteration are called sub-generations, which are represented
by the symbol Pc.

pm � p[i − 1], (13)

pc � p[i]. (14)

When the solution of pc converges to a single particle and
its position, or the number of iterations passes a certain
threshold, the iteration will stop and the system outputs the
particle pbest of pc with the maximum weight. So the single
parent particle state for the parent particle set p(m) can be
written as, and the single sub-generation particle state can be
presented as (16).

p(m) � ωm, cm, sm, om( , (15)

pc � p[i]. (16)

According to the above equations, the step size of the
device holder is controlled in an annular range of r≤ s≤R.
Figure 8 displays the distribution of the walking interval of
particles to more vividly illustrate the dispersion interval of
particles [25].

,e sub-generation particle p(c) should fall into a ring
range r≤ |cc − cm|≤R, but if the particle p(m) falls outside
this range, p(c) needs to be removed from the sub-generation
set p(m).

After the i-th step, the time increases from ti to ti+1. In
this process, it is necessary to obtain the new received light
intensity data to update the weight ωc of the sub-generation
particle set p(c). ,e collected light intensity data is repre-
sented by the set {L}, and the light intensity data calculated
by the visible light propagation model is represented by the
set {H}.

,ere need to be 2| L{ }| spatial locations for the parent
particles and sub-generation particles generated during the
iteration time increasing from ti to ti+1, to obtain the smooth
data of set {H}. Each spatial position is denoted as ςk, andHk
denotes the light intensity corresponding to each position ςk.
,e corresponding occurrence time Tk of each position is
shown in

Tk � ti +
k

2 ςk 



· ti+1 − ti( . (17)

A large weight represents a high possibility of the user to
appear in the position, so when a position has the highest
particle weight, it is most likely to be the position of the user.
,e dynamic time warping (DTW) is in the established
system as the similarity detection method, with the relatively
simple purpose to measure the similarity of two time series
of different lengths. DTW is also applied widely, mainly in
template matching, such as speech recognition of isolated
words (recognition of whether the two voices represent
the same word), gesture recognition, data mining, and

R+Cm

r+Cm
r

R

Figure 8: ,e normal distribution interval of the particle.
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information retrieval. ,e basic principle of DTW is shown
in Figure 9, and the weight is expressed as (18).

When a location has a large particle weight, the user is
more likely to appear here. A new DTW algorithm is
established here, which is a method to measure the similarity
of two time series with different lengths. It has an extensive
application range, such as isolated word speech recognition,
and gesture recognition. Figure 9 reveals the fundamental
principle of DTW algorithm, and (18) describes the weight
[26].

ωc � exp −
DTW( L{ }, H{ })

K
 . (18)

2.4. Verification Experiment of the Visible Light Intelligent
Perception and Positioning Model. ,e received light in-
tensity calculated by the model is compared with the true
value of the received light intensity in the experiment to
verify the validity of the proposed model. Firstly, the gy-
roscope carrying the illumination test equipment is used for
illumination tests. ,e light intensity data is collected by
rotating the gyroscope into multiple angles and keeping it at
multiple specific positions near the light source. ,e ex-
ponential model is expressed as the traditional EXP model.
,e light propagation model is expressed as the EXTmodel,
and the real model is expressed as the TRUE model. ,e
mean square error is calculated according to

MSE(θ) � E(θ − θ)
2
. (19)

In (19), θ denotes the point estimate, and θ represents the
true value of parameters.

,e experiment is carried out on the proposed model
with one male and one female. Due to the height, the average
step lengths of the two subjects are different. ,e average

step length of the male is 0.88meters, and the average step
length of the female is 0.56 meters. Twenty indoor points are
selected as the starting point of the test, and 30 outdoor
points are selected as the starting point for walking [27].

2.5. Optimization and Classified Modeling for Heterogeneous
Training Sets. In data acquisition, various reasons lead to
category errors of detection objects, such as artificial in-
terpretation and evaluation of stratigraphic lithology errors.
When using these data with potential anomalies for mod-
eling, it is necessary to detect and correct the abnormal
categories of these data to improve the recognition accuracy
of the established model and enhance the generalization
ability of the model. Data analysis on massive data often
requires relatively high hardware and time costs. ,is paper
chooses to implement data analysis on the Hadoop platform,
a flexible structure to deal with different types of data quality
problems. One or more modules handle each type of data
quality problem. Hadoop is a distributed system infra-
structure making full use of the power of the cluster for high-
speed computing and storage. Users can develop distributed
programs without understanding the underlying details of
the distribution. Hadoop implements a distributed file
system with high fault tolerance and deploys it on low-cost
hardware; moreover, it provides high throughput to access
applications’ data, suitable for applications with a large data
set. It can access data in the file system as streams.

,e interactive module in the system provides an input
interface for both the files to be cleaned and the require-
ments of cleaning data. ,e result display module provides
the download link of cleaning data and compares dirty data
and cleaned data. ,e entity recognition and truth-value
discovery module is used to eliminate redundancy. Entity
recognition clusters tuples pointing to the same real-world
entity, and truth-value discovery is responsible for finding
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Figure 9: ,e basic principle of DTW.
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the real value in the conflict. ,e inconsistency detection
module finds the data part that violates the dependency rules
and repairs the data to the state that meets the rules. ,e
numerical filling part detects the missing part of the data and
fills it. It can select an appropriate module to deal with the
encountered data quality problems to optimize the data
quality and improve the quality of the constructed data set.
Due to the characteristics of the MapReduce programming
model, a problem is often decomposed into many simple
tasks, and a MapReduce round implements each task. ,is
“decomposition” is excessive in most cases, resulting in
redundant MapReduce. ,is paper appropriately merges the
convergent tasks and meets the conditions such as reducing
the number of MapReduce rounds and times of the original
system without changing the algorithm complexity and it-
eration terminability of the original system to achieve the
optimization purpose.

3. Experimental Results of the Visible Light
Perception and Positioning Model

3.1. Visible Light Intensity Test. ,e test of intelligent per-
ception and positioning model is inseparable from the test of
visible light intensity. To verify the scientificity of the en-
vironmental intelligent perception and positioning model,
comparative analysis is conducted on the test errors of light
intensity and the received light intensity at different incident
angles of several different models. Figures 10 and 11 provide
the comparison results and the deviation between simula-
tion values and real values.

As shown in Figure 10, the mean square error of the
model increases with the continuous growth of light in-
tensity. However, compared with the EXP model, the cal-
culated value of the proposed model is closer to the true
value, so the detection effect of the model is better than that

of the traditional EXTmodel. In Figure 11, with the increase
of incident angle, the deviation between the real light in-
tensity and the received light intensity detected by the model
is getting smaller and smaller. Besides, there is 50% prob-
ability that the error of calculated received light intensity is
within 10 LuX, and there is 95% probability that the error
keeps within 50 LuX. ,e purpose of this experiment is to
intelligently perceive objects according to the light intensity
of visible light.,e light intensity test proves that the error of
the visible light test is getting smaller and smaller, indicating
that the selected model is effective.

3.2. Positioning Accuracy Test. ,e precision of positioning
detection is the research focus in this experiment. Relevant
data such as gender and indoor and outdoor positioning
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Figure 10: Comparison of the mean square error of the light
intensity test.
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precision is collected and studied to further improve the
effectiveness of the experiment. ,e results are presented in
Figure 12.

From Figure 12, the overall positioning accuracy in the
indoor is not as good as the overall positioning accuracy in
the outdoor, and with the increase of the step number, the
positioning accuracy increases gradually. When the exper-
imenter walks within 10 steps, the accuracy increases fast,
but after 10 steps, the accuracy increases rate of positioning
decreases. Furthermore, after 20 steps, the accuracy in-
creases slowly. Since step size of the male tester is larger, the
distance of male tester moving each step increases faster,
which is more conducive to the positioning accuracy.
,erefore, the overall positioning accuracy of the male tester is
always higher than that of the female tester. ,e radio fre-
quency identification technology and Ultra Wide Band
technology mentioned previously have limitations at that time,
cannot be implemented in a large area, and do not have
communication ability. In contrast, the environmental intel-
ligent perception and positioning model presented here is not
affected by space, so it can move indoors or outdoors for free.

3.3. Comparison of Positioning Accuracy. ,e analysis of
many matching results shows in Table 2 that the positioning
accuracy on the straight road is very high, reaching more
than 80%. At intersections and more complex sections, the
positioning accuracy is not very good, caused by the great
randomness of the travel direction at intersections and the
low prediction accuracy of steam travel direction and speed.
Increasing sample training and adding auxiliary parameters
may improve the prediction accuracy. In the case of rugged
roads, the position prediction algorithm can accurately lo-
cate the travel trajectory. Besides, the positioning error does
not change much over time. In addition, because the in-
terruption time of the positioning signal is generally short,
the position prediction algorithm can achieve more accurate
positioning in a short time.

4. Conclusion

A visible light positioning model based on the combination
of IoT intelligent perception system with GIS and LBS
technology is established to change the traditional intelligent
perception and positioning technology for electronic data
investigation modes. Firstly, the intelligent perception and
positioning technology under the background of big data is
introduced. ,en GIS technology and LBS technology are

adapted to propose the indoor perception and positioning
model based on GIS technology, LBS technology, and visible
light propagation model. Meanwhile, the front-end per-
ception of positioning work is used to achieve compre-
hensive data collection. Finally, the proposed model is
experimentally verified. ,e experiment proves that the
intelligent perception and positioning technology based on
GIS and LBS can improve the ability and efficiency of lo-
cation positioning for users, significantly ameliorate the
accuracy of location positioning for targets, and further
improve the efficiency of electronic data investigation.

,e vigorous development of mobile computing and the
upgrading of intelligent devices have revolutionized the
lifestyle of modern human beings. Obviously, the traditional
intelligent sensing positioning technology is inaccurate to
electronic data reconnaissance. An environmental intelli-
gent perception and positioning model is constructed based
on GIS technology, LBS technology, and visible light
propagation model. ,rough relevant experiments, the
following conclusions are drawn. (1) By comparing the light
intensity of the model reported here with that of the EXP
model and EXT model, the proposed environmental intel-
ligent perception and location model can not only provide
results closer to the real light, but also achieve the data with
decreasing error. (2) In indoor and outdoor positioning
precision experiments found that the positioning precision
indoors is not as good as outdoors.

Although the original expected research objectives have
been basically reached, and some valuable research con-
clusions have been obtained, due to the limited academic
literacy, there are still some deficiencies in the research work.
,e conclusions may be limited by the following two factors.
(1) ,e positioning accuracy of the model and the inter-
section becomes lower under the condition of weak light. (2)
Due to the problems of personal privacy regulations, many
practical application cases cannot be found for analysis.
,erefore, it is worth improving the model from the fol-
lowing two aspects in future research. (1) Develop weak light
recognition patterns and use more intersection location data
sets for model training. (2) More volunteers will be recruited
for consultation and practical testing.
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